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LEADERSHIP LEARNING
Lift up Leadership Potential – Drive Results
In today’s business environment, for leaders at all levels to successfully deliver sustainable impact, they need to continually learn
and sharpen the saw. How confident are you that your leadership learning moves beyond an “event” and really helps your leaders
rise to their highest potential and aligns to critical elements needed to drive growth in your organization?
Talk to us about how we can customize a learning program or journey that matches your organization’s unique needs and goals. We
offer powerful programs that provide practical tools for today’s leadership challenges. Let us customize a program for your organization or select from some of our most requested programs.

Some of our most requested programs include:
LEADERSHIP AGILITY • Expand Leadership Mindset
With organizational complexity and speed increasing, leaders need a new operating system that allows for
greater agility. Gain a practical and empowering framework that helps leaders recognize their leadership
starting point and build capability to flex, collaborate, solve and achieve greater impact by shifting mindset to
more effectively operate in a complex and changing world.

LEADERSHIP FOUNDATION • Develop Leadership Essentials
Strengthen the building blocks for new and emerging leaders to recognize their greatest strengths,
vulnerabilities and opportunities for impact. Core focus on awareness of self and others, leadership mindset,
exemplary practices of leaders and coaching others for growth and change. Additional modules may be added
including building high performing teams, emotional intelligence or change leadership.

INSIGHTS • Lead Your Best Self and the Best in Others
As a leader, you are only as strong as your ability to influence others. Learn to recognize the best and not so best
in yourself and others. With on-target insight, you can cultivate powerful relationships and influence others at
a whole new level which leads to improved communication, decision-making and performance.
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TEAM EXCELERATION • Create and Sustain a High-Performing Team
Teams exist to produce results but getting the right ecosystem can seem like a mystical process. Leveraging
research from thousands of teams across the globe, gain practical insight into pinpointing the real roadblocks
and cultivate new strategies to develop a high performing team that consistently produces extraordinary
results.

THE COACHING STYLE OF LEADERSHIP • Powerful Leaders Coach
Leadership research continues to show that developing a coaching style of leadership is one of the most effective leadership approaches in developing and sustaining long-term results in individuals and teams. Learn the
unique hats leaders wear in developing others and develop the skills to adapt to the right situation with the
right approach.

THE NATURE OF CHANGE • Creating the Conditions of Change
Somewhere we were taught that by nature humans are resistant to change. Reality is change is the central
activity of the human experience. The leadership challenge is understanding the secret ingredients to activate
it. Let us change the way you think about change and learn maneuvers to leverage the nature of change for
greater influence and enterprise impact.

EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE WITH GENOS • Cultivate Leadership Power
Emotions play a powerful role in leadership effectiveness and engagement. Using research from the Emotional
Intelligence Consortium and Genos International, we bring leading content, assessments, frameworks and
tools that translate into tangible, practical behavioral change that endures and has impact. Changes that drive
sales, improve engagement and deliver impact across the enterprise.

LEADERSHIP POWER FOR WOMEN • Accelerating Leadership Potential for Women
Leadership is not one size fits all. Tap one or all of our 12 learning modules to accelerate the leadership potential
of women in your organization. Explore our public multi-day leadership certificate program in partnership with
the University of Georgia, Terry College of Business held at their Atlanta facility.

Contact us today. We look forward to finding out more about your organization and
how we can help you find the right solutions for your leadership learning needs.
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